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Systems Analysis and Design: An Object-Oriented Approach with UML,Â 5thÂ EditionÂ by Dennis,

Wixom, and Tegarden captures the dynamic aspects of the field by keeping students focused on

doing SAD while presenting the core set of skills that every systems analyst needs to know today

and in the future. The text enables students toÂ doÂ SADâ€”not just read about it, but understand

the issues so they can actually analyze and design systems. The text introduces each major

technique, explains what it is, explains how to do it, presents an example, and provides

opportunities for students to practice before they do it for real in a project. After reading each

chapter, the student will be able to perform that step in the system development process.
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Given the expense of updated editions, I always recommend previous editions, especially for self

study, or if your prof understands budgets, or if the new edition is just a rip off to charge you more

without a lot of new content. In this case, there are several caveats about getting the older edition.

First, this edition adds a LOT of new developments from the "real world" like apps and mobile

computing, and even gaming! If you know the earlier editions this might seem weird, since the text is

a classic in exploring real world big business applications, especially how project finances tie to

validation and design, especially real world budget trade offs.More importantly, this text is an award

winner for online content. The text's extras, healthcare superstore evolutionary living example and



student example sites are hundreds of pages-- a second textbook in themselves! Yes, you can get

an earlier edition then surf the new online content (given in /Wiley's generous look see for this text,

unusual and welcomed for this new an edition), but if a grade depends on it, this new one is a must

due to the integration of chapters with online extras. That said, if this is for self study, or in my case I

use it to teach online courses that are not graded, then do consider that combination to be kind to

your budget.The main reason this book is used by so many SAD (Systems Analysis and Design)

courses is that it is NOT ivory tower intended to teach a bunch of UML you'll never use-- it is filled

with complex, detailed examples of successes and failures that you'll encounter in any job interview

in the field, let alone real world job.
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